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Abstract— Based on the state equations of an RLC circuit and
hard-limiting characteristics of a transconductor a method is
introduced to study and simulate the pulling effect in differential LC oscillators. This method includes phase and amplitude
disturbances all at once. The model is validated by measurement
results and an example is given to illustrate the application of
this method in verifying the real circuits.
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Fig. 1.

Injection/pulling in a direct modulation transmitter

II. A DLER ’ S EQUATION IN THE DIFFERENTIAL LC
I. I NTRODUCTION
Any oscillator is vulnerable to pulling. In practical systems,
periodic waveforms at different frequencies can ﬁnd their way
through parasitic paths into an oscillator circuit, and entrain it
or modulate it. It need not be a voltage-controlled oscillator;
even ﬁxed frequency oscillators can be pulled or parasitically
modulated. This is particularly evident on integrated circuit
oscillators that are part of complex systems, where periodic
waveforms that are generated on some part of the chip make
their way, through parasitic paths, into the oscillator (Fig.
1). Van der Pol [1] knew that periodic stimuli can lock
oscillators, but if the stimulus was weak, it would perturb, or
pull, the oscillator from its free-running orbit without locking
it. The more practically-inclined Adler ([2]) re-visited these
differential equations for the special case of weak injection,
and found expressions for the frequency range over which it
locks the oscillator. Recent work [3] generalizes Adler’s results
to large injections. Other work [4][5][6] formulates pulling
and locking in more precise mathematical terms, but while
the results may help in the development of better simulators,
they leave design engineers wanting for a simple, fast, and
handy method to see how an oscillator responds to various
possible injections. While S PICE-based simulations are too
slow, a behavioral simulation may make sense provided it is
reasonably accurate and does not mislead. In this paper, we
describe our experience with behavioral models which, we will
show, produce valuable results in real time.
We will start with an analysis similar to Razavi’s [7]
but assume that the nonlinear active circuit in the oscillator
is a hard limiter. This models today’s widely used on-chip
differential LC oscillator very well. Later, we use this to
simulate pulling in an oscillator that is part of a complex
single-chip wireless transmitter. We also show that a more
accurate but equally efﬁcient behavioral model can be found
from the state equations of the LC tank and a hard-limiting
model of the differential pair. This becomes the workhorse in
our simulations.

OSCILLATOR

Fig. 2(a) shows the classic differential LC oscillator, with
two current sources modeling injection into the output nodes.
We assume a large enough steady-state amplitude that it forces
the differential pair to commutate the tail current completely at
its differential zero crossings. The differential current ﬂowing
into the LC tank is then i = sgn(vout )I0 , where sgn is
the signum function. The two injection currents can always
be decomposed into differential and common mode parts,
and since the common mode is only important with a large
nonlinear output capacitance when it converts AM into PM
[3], it is neglected here. We assume that pulling arises mainly
from the differential component.
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(a) Differential LC oscillator with injected signal, (b) simpliﬁed

Fig. 2(b) shows a simpliﬁed behavioral model of the LC
ii1 − ii2
oscillator. In this ﬁgure, ii =
. The hard limiter passes
2
phase modulation, but strips off amplitude modulation. It is
triggered by zero crossings of the input, and produces a square
wave current ±I0 that drives the LC tank circuit. The bandpass impedance produces a quasi-sinusoidal voltage. Thus,
it is sufﬁcient to consider only the fundamental component
of current, i(t) = π4 I0 cos(ωt + θ) = Icos(ωt + θ), which
produces an output voltage of the form v(t) = ve (t)cos(ωt +
θ). This simpliﬁes calculations without loss of generality.
By expressing periodic waveforms as complex variables,
that is, v(t) = ve (t)ejωt eiθ , ii (t) = Ii ejωt and i(t) =
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Iejωt ejθ , we write KCL at the output node, and by equating
real parts we get:
dθ
d2 ve
1
1 dve
+ ve + C 2 − C(ω + )2 ve = Ii ωsin(θ) (1)
dt
dt
L
R dt
Then noting that ve (t)  RI = QLωI and Ii  QI, we
simplify 1 into:
ω0 Ii
dθ
sin(θ)
(2)
= ω0 − ω −
2Q I
dt

1/LC. From the
This is Adler’s equation, with ω0 =
Ii ω0
= ωL is the lock range.
analysis in [7] we can say that
2IQ
Injection within ±ωL of the free-running frequency will lock
it to ωinj .

Fig. 4.

Schematic of LC VCO ([7])

III. S YSTEM - LEVEL MODEL OF THE LC OSCILLATOR WITH
INJECTION

In Fig. 2(b) KCL implies that:
1
L



t
−∞

v(t)dt + C

v(t)
dv(t)
= it (t)
+
R
dt

(3)

it = ii + i is the total current ﬂowing into the tank. This
can be re-arranged into

dv(t)
1 t
]
(4)
v(t)dt − C
v(t) = R[it (t) −
dt
L −∞
Fig. 3 is a signal ﬂowgraph of state equation (4). A square
wave multiplies the tail current to model commutation. The
commutated current adds to the injected signal to generate it .
Injection into the tail node (Fig. 2) at very low frequencies
or near the second harmonic pulls the oscillator, because
commutation by the differential pair shifts its frequency when
it reaches the LC tank.
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Behavioral model of an LC oscillator with injected signal

Fig. 5. Measured spectrum of free-running oscillator under injection ([7]).
(a) Quasi-lock. (b) Fast beat.

IV. P REDICTIONS VERSUS M EASUREMENTS : S INGLE

(b)). In the code shown in Fig. 8, lock range is set to the
experimental value of ±1.5 MHz which is slightly different
from what equation 2 predicts.
Fig. 6 shows the simulation results. It is striking how well
behavioral simulation reproduces the features of the pulled
oscillator’s measured spectrum (Figs. 5 and 6).

Fig. 3.

OSCILLATOR

We validate the behavioral model (Fig. 3) of a standalone
differential LC oscillator circuit under injection (Fig. 4)
against the measurements reported in [7]. The parameters
in the M ATLAB simulation must reproduce the measurement
conditions. For a sample of simulation set up including the
schematic in S IMULINK environment and M ATLAB code see
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8. From the measured lock range of ±1.5
MHz, we determine that the injection amplitude is almost
38 dB lower than the oscillation amplitude. In the ﬁrst and
second experiments, the injection frequency is chosen to be
110 kHz and 710 kHz outside the lock range (Fig. 5(a) and

V. B EHAVIORAL M ODEL OF A COMPLETE SYSTEM :
O UTPHASING WIRELESS TRANSMITTER
The power of behavioral modeling is manifest in simulating
a complete system, which contains one or more oscillators
among other building blocks. We model a LINC, or outphasing, transmitter, that reconstructs arbitrary amplitude and phase
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% tail current
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% lock range
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Tstep=(1/F0)/200;
% time step of simulation
Tmax=(2^21)*Tstep; % simulation time
Finj=Fosc-Flock-710e3; % frequency of injected signal

998

Frq.(MHz)

sim('simulink_model_of_osc',Tmax)
Tx=out(ns:length(out));
Length_sim=length(Tx);
win=kaiser(Length_sim,20); % Kaiser window
wTx=Tx.*win;
mTx=abs(fft(wTx')).^2;
mTx=mTx/max(mTx);

Fig. 6. Simulated spectrum of free running oscillator under injection. (a)
Quasi-lock. (b) Fast beat.

modulations by adding together the outputs of two power
ampliﬁers, each driven by purely phase modulated waveforms
at the carrier frequency. Since each ampliﬁer outputs power at
a constant envelope, it can be biased in compression for peak
efﬁciency. This is an intriguing scheme to build an externally
linear power ampliﬁer with efﬁcient but nonlinear components
([8], [9], [10]), but so far it has not entered the mainstream
because of a variety of unresolved problems, such as how
to combine power from the two ampliﬁers without loss. We
believe that with recent advances in RF and mixed-signal
integration, its time has come.
An obvious way to generate the phase-modulated carriers
that drive the PAs is with two oscillators embedded in independent phase-locked loops (PLLs), each modulated within
its loop. When the modulation bandwidth exceeds the loop
bandwidth, as it inevitably will for systems beyond GSM, the
input signal must be pre-emphasized to compensate for the 20
dB/decade roll off beyond the narrow loop bandwidth ([11]).
In a system as complex as this one, the oscillators can be
pulled in a number of ways. For example, the high power
output of a PA driven by one oscillator might couple, through
on-chip parasitic paths like those shown in Fig. 1, into the
other oscillator. Or the combined power output, which is am-

% Plotting the output spectrum
Fs=1/Tstep;
df=Fs/Length_sim;
f=df:df:Fs;
f1=F0-12e6;
f2=F0-0e6;
n1=floor(f1/df);
n2=floor(f2/df);
plot(f(n1:n2)-df,10*log10(mTx(n1:n2)),'k')

Fig. 8.

MATLAB code for simulating model of Fig. 7

plitude and phase modulated, may couple into both oscillators.
Before building this system, we were interested to simulate
the impact of pulling on the transmitted output spectrum
under various likely parasitic couplings. This is only practical
using behavioral models. Thus the model of the oscillator was
extended, ﬁrst to embed it in a modulation PLL, and then into
the full transmitter.
To model the varactor, a fraction of the LC tank capacitance is given a voltage dependence (Fig. 10). If needed, the
characteristic of the VCO’s frequency vs. voltage can be made
nonlinear.
To complete the PLL model we add behavioral models
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VCO model with injection.

of the equalizer, loop ﬁlters and an ideal phase detector.
The model of the phase detector (Fig. 11) is largely selfexplanatory. In the actual realization, a time-to-digital converter, that is, a time-interval digitizer, measures phase. The
behavioral model converts the time interval between successive
falling edges of the reference and the VCO outputs into levels
that represent samples of the evolving phase, and then it
takes the difference in these levels. This is the true phase
difference. The complete transmitter model is shown in Fig.
12. The sum of the two PLL outputs represents two ideal, noninteracting PAs whose output powers add without loss. In a
LINC transmitter, the total power in two constant envelope
waveforms reconstructs the desired amplitude- and phasemodulated power waveform.
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Two independently modulated VCOs can pull each other
through parasitic on-chip coupling. This pulling will likely be
the main effect that limits spectral purity of the transmitter
output. Behavioral models of pulling show this clearly (Fig.
14). The transmitter output spectra are compared to an ideal
EDGE-modulated spectrum. To model parasitic injection, the
output of one VCO is attenuated and added to the other
VCO’s output. An injection level 80 dB smaller than the VCO
amplitude produces the spectrum shown in the same ﬁgure.
Clearly even this very weak coupling erodes all the margin
between the output spectrum and the transmit mask.
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Whereas simulation of the entire transmitter in S PICE is
intractable, in M ATLAB or V ERILOG -A it is quite manageable;
indeed it is fast. In the early stages of investigation while
the design space is being explored, even this model may be
unnecessarily detailed. In this case we will show that a simpler
linear model is, in many cases, sufﬁcient.
As Fig. 13 shows, we can use Adler’s equation 1 to model
an oscillator pulled by weak injection. Fig. 14 compares simulations with this simple linear model and the more realistic
model of Fig. 12. The two are off by a few dB because
Adler’s equation does not account for amplitude disturbances.
In an outphasing transmitter, amplitude ﬂuctuations translate
into unwanted phase variations, resulting in spectral regrowth.
The linear model gives a good enough idea of whether or
not the transmitter will work. The design can be reﬁned with
more comprehensive behavioral simulations, which form the
basis of an IC realization.
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VI. C ONCLUSION
After a brief study of the mechanisms of pulling in a
highly nonlinear LC oscillator, we present simple behavioral
models that capture this well in a differential LC oscillator.
The models are put to use to predict how parasitic pulling
may corrupt the output of an outphasing, or LINC, wireless
transmitter. An IC prototype transmitter has been realized
based on this model.
The authors thank Shervin Moloudi for comments.
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